This month's column seems to involve lots of books and manuals, mostly since a bunch of really good ones showed up here in the past few weeks. Some old, some new, all great. Starting with the obvious, there's my very latest and brand new book, Enhancing Your Apple II, Volume II (SAMS #22425).

As usual, this is your column, so write or call me (between 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. weekdays Mountain Standard Time is best) per the box at the end. You will often get better results by calling rather than writing. Once again, all the names and numbers of manufacturers and suppliers mentioned here appear in the large box.

On to this month's really great stuff . . .

**How Long will a Battery Last?**

The reason you haven't found quick and simple answers to battery-life questions is that there aren't any quick and simple answers. However, far and away the best set of battery technical manuals I've ever seen appear in the four-volume Eveready Battery Engineering Data library ($5 each). Volume I is on Mercury and Silver Oxide batteries; Volume II is mostly on Alkaline batteries; Volume III covers good old Carbon-Zinc; and Volume IV is on rechargeable Nickel-Cadmium batteries. While the whole library is valuable, chances are you will find Volumes II and III most useful.

These manuals completely cover every-thing Eveready makes, but you will have to look elsewhere for info on lead-acid and lithium batteries.

Before going further, a quick review is in order. There are two basic types of batteries. Primary batteries are normally not supposed to be recharged. You use them once and, when they're exhausted, chuck them. Secondary batteries are rechargeable and may be used over and over again. A plain old, cheapy flashlight battery is a primary battery using carbon-zinc chemistry. If the battery is marked "heavy duty," it uses a variation of carbon-zinc chemistry that involves zinc chloride. If the battery is marked "alkaline," it uses manganese dioxide chemistry. There also are primary lithium batteries that use, of all things, lithium chemistry.

The most common secondary batteries are lead-acid ones, such as are used in cars and motorcycles, and NiCd ones using nickle-cadmium chemistry and are used to power electric toothbrushes, carving knives, portable tools, and so on.

To grossly oversimplify, a heavy-duty primary battery offers twice the life at twice the cost of a plain one. An alkaline battery offers four times the life at four times the cost of a plain one. And lithium very reliably offers 10 times the life at 20 times the cost.

We'll note in passing that, while everyone calls them "batteries," most are really single cells. A flashlight usually has one battery in it that consists of two to five cells. A 12-volt car battery has six 2.0-volt cells in it. But a 9-volt transistor battery really is a battery, since it has six individual 1.5-volt cells inside it.

Much more on all this in the manuals. Anyway, Table 1 shows an estimate of primary battery life for various currents that I worked up. I'd like to call these "ball park" figures, but they are not nearly that precise. Let's call them "county" figures instead, since they will get you within a ten-mile bicycle ride of what you really want to know.

Why such variation? First, battery quality varies dramatically. Fresh batteries are much better than ones that have lain around a warehouse or wherever for years. Name-brand batteries are almost always much better than house-brand batteries, since the latter sometimes get swept out of a Hong Kong alley.

Secondly, the nature of the load has lots to do with battery life. Batteries that are run two hours per day will generally last much longer than batteries run continuously until they die. Some batteries have their chemistry further optimized for continuous low current, for occasion-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battery Type</th>
<th>Eveready</th>
<th>Load in Milliamperes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;AA&quot; Standard</td>
<td>#1015</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;AA&quot; Heavy Duty</td>
<td>#1215</td>
<td>1350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;AA&quot; Alkaline</td>
<td>#91</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;C&quot; Standard</td>
<td>#935</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;C&quot; Heavy Duty</td>
<td>#1255</td>
<td>3650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;C&quot; Alkaline</td>
<td>#93</td>
<td>5600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;D&quot; Standard</td>
<td>#950</td>
<td>5600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;D&quot; Heavy Duty</td>
<td>#1250</td>
<td>7020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;D&quot; Alkaline</td>
<td>#95</td>
<td>11500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;9V&quot; Standard</td>
<td>#216</td>
<td>481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;9V&quot; Heavy Duty</td>
<td>#1222</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;9V&quot; Alkaline</td>
<td>#522</td>
<td>5500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Camera&quot;</td>
<td>#189</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table gives rough estimates of life for various types and sizes of batteries for different load conditions. Times given in rightmost column are in minutes!
The "secret" Apple manuals

**Table 2**

**Ilc Technical Reference Manual  #A2L4030**

Two volume set essential for intelligent Ilc use and operation. $50. Available from any Apple dealer, but only after you start kicking and screaming and throwing a temper tantrum.

**Ille Technical Reference Manual  #A2L2005**

The same treatment given to the Ille in a single volume. $30 from any Apple dealer.

Inside Macintosh and Supplement

Two enormous notebooks with all of the inside secrets of the Mac. $100. The supplement contains a dozen utility disks and an upgrade service. $100 extra. Available only from Macintosh Support, 10460 Bandly Drive, M/S 3-6, Cupertino, CA, 95014.

These are the "secret" manuals you absolutely need if you hope to do anything worthwhile on a newer Apple computers. Text tells you how you might get them.

---

Al high current, or for a mix of the two. Cell polarization affects performance at very low currents, while internal impedance and self-heating affects high-current ratings.

Thirdly, just what is a “dead” battery? As most batteries age, their output voltage drops. At some point, whatever the battery is connected to will either quit outright, distort badly, not put out useful power or not provide enough light. Yet these same batteries could possibly still be used for a long time in some other use.

The chart assumes a battery is “dead” when its output drops to 67% of its initial voltage. Thus, 1.5-volt cells are “dead” when they drop below 1.0-volt, while 9-volt transistor batteries are “dead” when their terminal voltage drops below 6.0 volts. This “deadness” criteria lies in the middle of the published curves.

Be sure to note that the rightmost column of Table 1 is in minutes, rather than hours! As a general rule, the life of all primary cells drops dramatically when you try to get more than 200 milliamperes out of them, unless they are optimized for high current service.

While we are on the subject, Polaroid has some interesting 6-volt batteries you might like to play with. These are very flat, very compact, offer very high power, and as with everything made by Polaroid, very expensive.

Their #606166 designers kit will get you started. It includes a pair of lithium batteries, a pair of ordinary ones, and a special and very thin battery holder. Cost is around $25. After playing with these, I wasn’t very impressed, but maybe you will be by them.

_**How can I start ET watching?**_

The proper name of this activity is called SETI, short for _Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence_. Surprisingly, there are a large number of amateur radio astronomers that are doing lots of very interesting, very impressive, and very legitimate research these days. All this on their own, without grants or federal help.

The center of amateur SETI activities seems to be a group called the _Society of Amateur Radio Astronomers_, which is headed by one Jeffrey M. Lichtman. Jeffrey has self-published several very interesting books. One is _Microwave Radio Astronomy, An Amateur Introduction_, a second is _Solar Amateur Radio Astronomy_, and a final nuts-and-bolts one is the _Amateur Radio Astronomers Circuit Cookbook_. Cost is around $35 total for all three.

It’s interesting to note the similarity between many radio astronomy circuits and those things that _Modern Electronics_ readers are already doing, such as legal access of satellite broadcasts. Much of the same circuitry can be adapted or used directly, and the larger market for the satellite stuff has driven the costs way down. Antenna mounts and tracking mechanisms, of course, scream robotics.

Another thing you can do is visit the free museum at the VLA (very large array) radio astronomy facility outside Magdalena, New Mexico. Visitors are most definitely welcome, but play down the ET watching if you expect to get behind the scenes and be treated seriously. And, while you are in the neighborhood, drop in on us here at Synergetics. The VLA is only a half day’s drive away.

Where do I get those secret Apple manuals?

They weren’t supposed to be secret.
HARDWARE HACKER...

Only a monumental communications foulup made them that way. You see, there is a "secret" manual for the Ile called, of all things, the Ile Technical Reference Manual. There is a similar "top-secret" manual pair for the Ile called the Ile Reference Manuals. And there is a humongous pair of "Q-level" security binders and dozens of support diskettes called Inside Macintosh and the Macintosh Software Supplement.

It is categorically impossible to do anything useful on any newer Apple machine without these manuals. Their pricing is not at all out of line with their contents. In fact, they are far right far more than the asking price. (For details, see Table 2.)

Here's how to get the manuals. First, politely but firmly go to a large Apple dealer with the exact part numbers and try to buy them. If the dealer turns a deaf ear, you might try to sweeten the pot with a bigger order; try to group at least three, or preferably five, orders for the same manual at once. Do this with some friends or through your local school or club.

Note that borrowing one of these manuals will not work, since no one in their right mind would ever let one out of their sight for more than a few moments, if at all. Note also that the Ile and Ile manuals are normally ordered through dealers, while the Macintosh stuff must be ordered directly from the address shown.

If all else fails, you may just have to bide your time. Rumor has it that the McGraw-Hill Bookstore is one mail-order source that normally stocks and quickly ships the Ile and Ile manuals. There is another rumor that Addison Wesley will shortly republish the manuals as a stock bookstore item.

Go for it.

I need an EPROM burner power supply

Most EPROMs need a special programming voltage of +12, +21 or +24 volts to do the blasting during the programming process. More often than not, all you have is a +5-volt supply to work with. What can you do?

The simplest way is to build your own switching dc-to-dc converter. While that sounds awful, all it takes these days is a $2.80 mini-DIP integrated circuit, a plain old coil, and a few other stock parts. Total cost is well under $5.

The general idea of a switch-mode dc-to-dc step-up converter is shown in Fig. 1. Say you leave the switch open. The input voltage will appear at the output, minus a small diode drop. Thus, the minimum possible output voltage you can get roughly equals the supply voltage, and this circuit works to step-up only.

Now, suppose you rapidly flip the switch on and off. When the switch is closed, current through the inductor will increase. When the switch is opened, current through the inductor must go somewhere else, like through the diode and into the load. The greater the percentage of time the switch is closed, the higher the output voltage.

All you need to get this to work is some way of sensing the output voltage and comparing it against a reference voltage. The error signal you get is then used to vary the duty cycle, or the off/on time of the switch. Fortunately, all the fancy stuff is available ready to use in a Motorola MC34063 chip.

This circuit is very similar to a neat "free energy" machine called a hydraulic ram. The inductor acts as a large downhill pipe. The diode acts as a check valve and small diameter uphill pipe. The switch acts as a dump valve, except that you "close" the switch to dump water.

You first open the valve, dumping water. The mass of the water running down the pipe gets going good. Then you close the valve. All that mass of water running down the pipe wants to keep going in the worst sort of way, so the downhill water will force some water past the check valve and into the small uphill pipe.

By letting lots of water at fairly low pressure go downhill, you can force a little water uphill at very high pressure. Repeatedly opening and closing the valve ra-
pidly, continuously pumps water uphill, with no energy input except gravity.

Figure 2 shows us the complete circuit. Jumpers or a switch select your choice of 12-, 21-, or 24-volt output. Be sure to use the correct value for your particular EPROM or you will either blow up the chip or else get a weak or missing blast. The coil can be just about any old r-f choke, as long as it has a dc current rating of 100 mils or so. There is nothing critical about any of the parts. One warning, though. If you ever break the resistive divider feedback loop from the output, output voltage will try to go very high, with nasty results all around. Be careful!

This same chip can be used in other circuits to step down or step up, with either positive or negative output polarity. An extra pass transistor can also be added for higher currents.

Switching mode power supplies have gotten so simple and cheap that it is often unthinkable to do things the inefficient, high iron "old" way.

How do I open the case on a Macintosh?

There are four screws with funny heads on them that hold the Macintosh case together. These are #10 TORX screwheads. This is the same screw used on many cars for such things as mounting lights and trim. Unfortunately, a stock #10 TORX screwdriver will not reach two of the screws, since its shaft is an inch too short.

You can buy an Xcellite #XTD-10 TORX screwdriver from Jensen Tools, Techni-Tool, or most any larger electronics distributor. This one will work fine, but there is a sneaker and easier way.

Go to your local discount auto parts store and buy the cheapest #10 TORX driver you can find. Usually there will be only two sizes available. You want the smaller of these. Then grind, cut, file, melt, stomp, or otherwise molest the handle down to the shape shown in Fig. 3. The cut-down part of the handle should be 7/16" or less in diameter, and you need about 1½" removed. The modified driver should now reach all Macintosh case screws, including the two buried screws.

By the way, if you are a hacker-type, and if you can latch onto one of the old 128K boards that get removed during a Fat-Mac upgrade, it's a fairly simple matter to add your own reworked monitor and keyboard. This lets you pick up a Mac-like machine for next to nothing.

Fortunately, the Mac will cold boot on either the external or internal drive. Thus, you can use an external add-on drive as your only drive.

Unfortunately, you have to know an insider or else get real lucky to do this.
Apple pays dealers a $300 bounty for the return of the old boards. Some Apple developers got upgrade kits without having to send the old board in. For some strange reason, these old boards seem to have a street value of $301.00.

It is also feasible to upgrade a 128K Mac to a 512K Fat Mac by yourself, buying RAMs from mailorder outlets. You must be willing to do the usual cutting, soldering, chopping and channelling. You also will void warranty if you try this. Full details appear in Dr. Dobbs Journal, January 1985, pages 4 and 18 through 23. The newest 128K boards are far easier to modify than the earlier ones. Details on both versions appear in the same issue.

I need a good book on motors for robotics.

How about a great book instead, costing—are you ready for this?—only $3.50? It is called the Small Gearmotor Handbook, and Bodine publishes it. It's been around for a long time, but things in the motor world don't exactly happen in the fast lane. Very readable, very solid, and very heavy on fundamentals.

Where do I find a magazine on... computers and dentistry computers and the handicapped computers and war gaming computers and genealogy computers and tinaja questing computers and robotics computers and...

It sure would be nice if there was some listing of all the computer magazines, particularly the smaller, regional, specialty, self-published, or obscure ones. Often these smaller journals are where the real action is, particularly in some special interest field.

I've just found a real gem of a directory. And somehow it got up to its seventh year and its eleventh edition without anyone knowing it even existed. It's called Microcomputer Periodicals:

An Annotated Directory. It is written by George Shirinian and published by Garland Publishing. There are over a thousand microcomputer publications listed. Most are in the U.S., but some are international. Most listings are annotated, explaining what the publication is about, how much it costs and includes a critical review summary.

Other sections of the directory give you a by-subject cross reference listing, along with names of earlier publications that changed names or folded. Very nice. Also most useful. See you next month.

LISTEN UP!

Here's what you've been looking for—an all new hard-hitting monthly magazine which gives a unique insider's view of what's really going on in the world of communications. POP COMM is your primary source of information—bigger and better than any communications magazine, with exciting coverage of scanners, shortwave broadcast & utility stations, spy stations, pirate and clandestine broadcasters, RTTY monitoring, survivalist communications systems, FCC news, wiretapping and bugging, voice scrambling/unscrambling, surveillance/undercover communications, satellite & cable TV, sophisticated telephones, & more. What you've been looking for all along! Take advantage of substantial savings over the newsstand price by subscribing now. Don't miss out on even one single issue of POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS—order your subscription now.

SUBSCRIBE NOW & SAVE!
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